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Enhancements for XML Schema Design

Extend the UML2 Tools model editors to enable design of XML Schemas:

• UML Profile for XML Schema modeling extensions
• XSD Properties view tab for editing stereotype values
• Import XSD to UML and generate XSD from UML
  ♦ Using wizard dialogs
  ♦ Using custom Ant tasks
• Validate UML models with XML Schema Constraints
  ♦ Using EMF Validation Framework

• Demonstrate with example from FpML banking standard, www.fpml.org
Enhancements to UML2 Tools

Several enhancements are required before UML2 Tools editors are usable by modelers. I have made these changes:

• Project Explorer
  ♦ Filter model content; extends SaveablesProvider; enable undo/redo; use EMF transactions; improved context menus; add label decorator for validation problems
  ♦ [https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=139767](https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=139767)
• Explorer and all diagrams use a shared EditingDomain
  ♦ Is this a fundamental limitation of GMF?
  ♦ [https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=189974](https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=189974)
• Properties View Tabs for editing model
UML Profile for XML Schema (subset)
XML Schema Properties View Tab

XML Schema tab allows modelers to assign stereotypes and values, without requiring knowledge that they are using UML stereotypes.
Wizards for XML Schema Import & Generation

[Diagram showing import and generation of XML schemas using UML2Tools]
Ant Tasks for XML Schema Import & Generation

```xml
<property name="xsdSource" value="${basedir}/../../FpML-4-3/fpml-4-3-10-rec-1/xml"/>
<property name="modelName" value="FpML-4-3"/>
<property name="model" value="${basedir}/${modelName}.uml"/>

<target name="importSchemas" depends="init">
  <xmlmodeling model="${model}">
    <importXSD baseModelPath="${xsdSource}"
      <fileset dir="${xsdSource}" includes="*.xsd"/>
    </importXSD>
  </xmlmodeling>
</target>

<target name="generateSchemas" depends="init">
  <xmlmodeling>
    <model file="${model}" />

    <generateXSD destdir="${output}"
      <modelElement qname="${modelName}" nested="true"/>
    </generateXSD>
  </xmlmodeling>
</target>
```
Model Visualization with Class “Dynagram”

Quick visualization of any UML model with a single mouse click.

Very useful for understanding models imported from XML Schema standards.

A dynamic class diagram (dynagram) is created on-the-fly from the selected class(es).

Displayed using an SVG viewer in Eclipse.
Validating UML models with XSD Constraints